
What is eAP1.co.uk?
eAP1 is the digital version of the AP1 form powered by FormEvo, who provide the only cloud-based 

legal forms solution in the UK that is independent from case/practice management and search 
providers but is easily integrated with their solutions.

eAP1.co.uk - the Digital AP1 Application – Stand Alone or Integrated.
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For further information, a demo  or a sales quotation

www.eAP1.co.uk    sales@formevo.co.uk   T: 0330 555 9341

Why cloud-based? 
FormEvo’s cloud-based forms library replaces the traditional 

on-premise forms applications which rely on your IT department or 

users to download software and content updates. This means that 

new and updated forms can be quickly added and replaced in the 

cloud-based library for all subscribers to access immediately.

Why independent?
With FormEvo and eAP1, you have the choice of stand alone 

forms provision or integrated. We are independent of - but easily 

integrated with the majority of - case/practice management and 

search providers’ solutions via our comprehensive API and 

common field names. This means forms are auto populated and 

saved quickly back to the matter file. 

See www.formevo.co.uk/how

Forms are all that we do, so our focus is always on 

developing electronic and digital forms that are 

easy to use, innovative, flexible and help you to 

complete forms faster. Many of our clients are early 

adopters of this technology and we have been 

supporting them with eAP1 since 2017, long before 

HMLR mandated the move. 

eAP1 validated data means 

fewer requisitions

eAP1 auto populates from SDLT/LTT 

or case/practice management solution 

including land address and seller’s name

eAP1 provides you with a view 

“at a glance”, status updates 

and instant email alerts

eAP1 is instantly recognisable

as it mirrors the AP1

eAP1 includes auto calculation

of fees, reducing the incidence

of human error

eAP1 enables you to save 

drafts, then easily amend or 

submit them

eAP1 is faster than HMLR’s 
own portal

eAP1 enables HMLR 
electronic submission
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https://www.formevo.co.uk/how#partnerlist


eAP1 powered by FormEvo, the only cloud-based forms solution in the UK 
that is independent from case/practice management and search providers 

but is easily integrated with their solutions.

Form bundling
Work on multiple forms

Add in guidance notes and other documents

Data transfer between forms

Save, send and print one file

eSign several places, but all in one ‘envelope’

User or form centric pricing
Transparent and consistent price policy across all FormEvo customers

Standard forms based on active users per month, or forms used

Digital submissions are charged on a per transaction basis

Cost aligned with your firm’s ROI

Form expandability
Duplicating pages

Expandable text boxes

Adding rows to tables in schedules

Expanding rows retain auto calculate function

Attestation clauses can be edited

Cloud-based forms library
Share forms digitally

Collaborate with colleagues, clients and 
the ‘other side’

Form audit trail

Creates a paper-light process

GDPR/Cyber compliance
Full audit trail on all forms

GDPR Toolkit to identify and delete client 
based personal data

Ability to mark forms as confidential to 
limit who can view a form within your 
practice

Automation
Financial calculations and figures work between forms

Practice and Court details pre-population

Commonly used clauses, covenants and other wording enabled

Cutting down data input time by auto-transferring data between linked forms

Form collaboration
Over 2000 legal forms

Enables remote working

Reduced demand on your IT department

Instantaneous forms updates/developments

2FA + eSign (PAYG £2.50) per matter

Digital submissions
Send forms digitally from within FormEvo

Receive a faster response

Validation functionality reduces the chance 
of a form being rejected

Lower the cost of completing forms

Copy data from one government portal 
to another
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eAP1
Integrated Property Tax & Land Registry

For further information, a demo  or a sales quotation

www.eAP1.co.uk    sales@formevo.co.uk   T: 0330 555 9341

The UK Government’s “Digital by Default” policy is driving legal firms to review 
their forms provider. No longer are the traditional on-premise forms applications 
fit for purpose.

The FormEvo cloud-based forms library is the solution that will smooth the 
transition from paper to electronic to digital forms and future-proof your firm as 
we are propelled towards digital eSubmission.

Long before HM Land Registry confirmed that from November 2022 they will no 
longer accept scanned copies or uploaded PDF applications to change the 
register, eAP1.co.uk powered by FormEvo was already providing the most 
comprehensive and secure, electronic AP1 form – eAP1.co.uk.

eAP1.co.uk is faster to complete than the HMLR’s own portal, with up to 94% 
pre-populated from your SDLT or LTT submission, with validated data. You can 
save drafts, easily resubmit or amend, view "at a glance" status updates and get 
instant email alerts.

On screen, eAP1.co.uk is instantly recognisable, mirroring the paper AP1. It’s 
easy to use, innovative and flexible so helps you complete the form faster:

from data stored in your systems
by recycling transaction data from your SDLT/LTT submissions, being the 
pre-requisite to an AP1. 

Auto population of the land address and sellers name, auto-calculation of fees, 
validation of data – mean fewer requisitions are raised, and eAP1.co.uk provides 
the all important HMLR electronic submission.

Today’s key requirements around collaboration, client journey experience, data 
security, adaptable third-party integrations and return on investment (ROI) are 
all achieved with FormEvo forms and its comprehensive API.  This, combined 
with transparent, consistent and fair pricing based on your actual number of 
combined successful SDLT/LTT eAP1 submissions, makes FormEvo the only 
forms solution you’ll need to support your firm now and into the future.

FormEvo has over 450 clients across the UK – twenty-five in the  Top 200 – and 
has enabled five million+ digital forms eSubmissions since 2007.

The core benefits of the standard 
edition of FormEvo include:
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